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Born in BloodSworn in Blood......isn't only the motto the Famiglia lives by. Bleeding for love is something every couple in this book
has experienced. Through hardships their love morphs into something even more beautiful and resilient. A love each of them is
willing to fight for.This anthology contains stories for the following couples: Aria & LucaRomero & LilianaGrowl & CaraMauro &
StellaMatteo & Gianna
A new STANDALONE age-gap, arranged marriage romance from USA Today Bestselling author Cora Reilly!Sofia knows how it
feels to be the consolation prize.Too young.Not blond.And definitely not an ice princess.Her sister is-was all those things.
Perfection. Until she wasn't. Until she ran off to be with the enemy and left her fiancé behind.Now Sofia is given to Danilo in her
sister's stead, knowing she'll never be more than second best. Yet, she can't stop longing for the love of the man she's been
crushing on even when he was still her sister's.Danilo is a man who's used to getting what he wants.Power.Respect.The soughtafter ice princess.Until another man steals his bride-to-be. Danilo knows that for a man in his position losing his woman can lead to
a loss of face.Wounded pride.Thirst for revenge.A dangerous combination-one Danilo can't leave behind, not even when a girl just
as precious takes her sister's place to placate him. Yet, she's got one flaw: she's not her sister.Unable to forget what he's lost,
Danilo might lose what he's been given.
After two years of taking care of her heartbroken father, Evie needs a new start. Leaving the States and following her sister to
Australia to work as the personal assistant of rugby star Xavier - The Beast - Stevens seems like the right kind of distraction.Tall,
muscled and devilishly handsome, Xavier is the lov' em and leav' em kind of guy. He never forgets a girl's name because he never
bothers to remember it in the first place.Evie soon realizes that being Xavier's assistant is a 24/7 job; the man seems unwilling to
even set an alarm for himself.As she watches him move from one woman to the next, Evie is glad that her heart is safe from his
attention. After all, she's a far cry from the size zero models he usually takes to his bed.But soon being around Xavier doesn't feel
like a job, and seeing him walk around his apartment half naked all the time isn't helping either. Evie knows that giving in to her
attraction will lead to heartbreak, but when Xavier starts treating her as more than just his assistant, resisting his charms seems
like an impossible task.
An Enemies-To-Lovers RomanceWhen Gianna watches her older sister being forced into an arranged marriage, she promises
herself to escape a similar fate.The moment Matteo - The Blade - Vitiello sees Gianna on his brother's wedding, he wants to
possess her. Her father agrees to the bond, but Gianna has no intention of marrying for any other reason than love. A few months
before the wedding, Gianna runs away and begins a new life in Europe away from the mafia. But one of their best hunters and
assassins is after her: Matteo. When Matteo and a couple of her father's soldiers catch her, not only her freedom is at risk, but also
the life of the people with her. Gianna is taken home and forced to marry Matteo. Ridden by guilt over having dragged innocent
people into her world and overcome with hatred toward Matteo, Gianna is determined to make life hell for her husband. But Matteo
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is a master at mind games and their struggle for power soon turns into hate-fueled nights of passion.
Assignment: Single Mom Surveillance The Military K-9 Unit series continues Her serial killer brother’s escaped—and it’s single
mom Zoe Sullivan who’s under suspicion! Sgt. Linc Colson trusts two things: his instincts and his Rottweiler K-9 partner, Star—and
certainly not the pretty face he’s assigned to monitor. He’s done everything to keep her from getting under his skin—now he must
stop those who want to put her six feet under.
Savio Falcone has a few non-negotiable rules when it comes to girls.They need to be hot as f*ck.Spread their legs without much
prompting.And leave as soon as the fun is over. Preferably minus any bitching or tears.With his easy-going bad boy attitude, a last
name that rules over Las Vegas and a body to die for, girls have always been at Savio's disposal.Unfortunately, the hottest girl in
Vegas comes with a price Savio isn't willing to pay. For Savio to get Gemma he'd need to seal the deal and put a ring on her
finger. Settling down is out of the question, no matter how hot a piece of ass waits at the altar.Gemma Bazzoli has had a crush on
Savio from the first moment she came face to face with his arrogant smile, but for him she was always his best friend's annoying
little sister-until her hard-earned curves catch even his attention. But Savio likes it easy, and Gemma is anything but. When she's
promised to another man, Gemma resigns herself to the fact that the man she's wanted all her life, doesn't want her badly
enough.Savio has to decide how much work he's willing to invest, because bending the rules in his usual style might not be
enough to get the girl that haunts his wet dreams.- Can be read as a standaloneFabiano was raised to follow in his father's footsteps as Consigliere of the Chicago Outfit - until the man abandons him. Left to
fend for himself, Fabiano is forced to fight for a place in the mafia world. As a ruthless street fighter, he quickly earns his place as
the new Enforcer of the Las Vegas Camorra - a man to fear.Leona wants to build a decent life for herself, away from her drugaddicted mother. But soon she catches the attention of a dangerous man - Fabiano Scuderi. Staying out of trouble and living a
normal life are near impossible with a man like him. Leona knows she needs to avoid Fabiano, but men like him aren't easy to
shake off. They always get what they want.Fabiano cares about only one thing: the Camorra.But his attraction to Leona soon puts
his unwavering loyalty to the test. Is Leona worth risking everything he's fought for, and ultimately his life?
The Camorra Chronicles Collection Volume 1 includes the first three books in the Camorra Chronicles in one big book.The
following books are included: Twisted Loyalties(Fabiano was raised to follow in his father's footsteps as Consigliere of the Chicago
Outfit - until the man abandons him. Left to fend for himself, Fabiano is forced to fight for a place in the mafia world. As a ruthless
street fighter, he quickly earns his place as the new Enforcer of the Las Vegas Camorra - a man to fear.Leona wants to build a
decent life for herself, away from her drug-addicted mother. But soon she catches the attention of a dangerous man - Fabiano
Scuderi. Staying out of trouble and living a normal life are near impossible with a man like him. Leona knows she needs to avoid
Fabiano, but men like him aren't easy to shake off. They always get what they want.Fabiano cares about only one thing: the
Camorra.But his attraction to Leona soon puts his unwavering loyalty to the test. Is Leona worth risking everything he's fought for,
and ultimately his life?)Twisted Emotions(Nino Falcone is genius and monster. As the right hand man and brother of the Capo of
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the Camorra, his lack of feelings is a blessing, not a curse - until his brother asks him to marry for the sake of the Camorra. Kiara
Vitiello, cousin of the Capo of the New York Famiglia, is chosen to marry Nino Falcone to prevent war with the Camorra, but what
she hears about Las Vegas makes her veins pulse with terror. After her father betrayed his Capo and paid with his life, her family
thinks marriage is her only chance to bring honor to her name; but only Kiara knows she's a faulty prize given in return for peace.A
man incapable of emotions and a woman scarred by the past - an arranged marriage with the potential to unite, or
destroy...)Twisted Pride(Remo Falcone is beyond redemption.As Capo of the Camorra he rules with a brutal hand over his territory
- a territory the Chicago Outfit breached. Now Remo is out for retribution. A wedding is sacred, stealing a bride sacrilegious.
Serafina is the niece of the Boss of the Outfit, and her hand has been promised in marriage for years, but kidnapped in her
wedding dress on her way to church by Remo, Serafina quickly realizes that she can't hope for saving. Yet, even in the hands of
the cruelest man she knows, she is determined to cling to her pride, and Remo soon understands that the woman at his mercy
might not be as easy to break as he thought.A ruthless man on a quest to destroy the Outfit by breaking someone they are
supposed to protect. A woman intent on bringing a monster to his knees. Two families that will never be the same.
Love doesn't need a reservation.Ethan Hart thinks I'm his maid - too bad I need his money more than my pride. The intense, arrogant author
has booked my entire Inn to write his next fictional masterpiece. I have no choice but to put up with his demands.Breakfast is a daily
endurance test. Making his bed and doing his wash? A different kind of torture. And that's not even the worst part. With his haunted eyes,
frozen heart, and heated touch, Ethan makes me burn in ways I swore I never would again. There's no place in my life for him, nor in his for
me. But six weeks together might create...Just enough room for us.
From the New York Times bestselling authors of the Masters of Ménage series . . . They are the Perfect Gentlemen of Creighton Academyprivileged, wealthy, powerful friends with a wild side. But a deadly scandal is about to tear down their seemingly ideal lives . . . Maddox
Crawford's sudden death sends Gabriel Bond reeling. Not only is he burying his best friend, he's cleaning up Mad's messes, including his
troubled company. Grieving and restless, Gabe escapes his worries in the arms of a beautiful stranger. But his mind-blowing one-night stand
is about to come back to haunt him . . . Mad groomed Everly Parker to be a rising star in the executive world. Now that he's gone, she's sure
her job will be the next thing she mourns, especially after she ends up accidentally sleeping with her new boss. If only their night together
hadn't been so incendiary - or Gabe like a fantasy come true . . . As Gabe and Everly struggle to control the heated tension between them,
they discover evidence that Mad's death was no accident. Now they must bank their smoldering passions to hunt down a murderer - because
Mad had secrets that someone was willing to kill for, and Gabe or Everly could be the next target . . . 'Blake and Black know just when to turn
up the burner to corching.' Under the Covers Book Blog
An Arranged Marriage Standalone Mafia Romance. The first time Cassio meets his fiancée, she calls him "sir." After losing his wife, Cassio is
left to take care of two small children while trying to establish his rule over Philadelphia. Now he needs a mother for his children and someone
who can warm his bed at night. But in a world as traditional as his, choosing your wife is duty not pleasure.Rules have to be followed,
traditions heeded. That's how he ends up with a woman-a girl-barely of age. She may not be what he and his children need, but she's lovely
and a sweet temptation he can't resist. Giulia has always known she'll marry the man her father chose for her, but she never expects to be
given to someone so much older. Suddenly she's supposed to be a mother to two small children when she hasn't even held a baby
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before.Giulia quickly realizes that Cassio isn't interested in a relationship on equal footing. Her mother has warned her that men of power, like
Cassio, don't tolerate insolence. Tired of being treated as a nanny, Giulia decides to fight for her version of a happy family.
Liliana Scuderi has been in love with Romero from the moment she first saw him. After her sisters were married off for tactical reasons, she
hopes she might be allowed to choose a husband for herself, but when her father promises her to a man more than twice her age that hope is
crushed. No begging can make him change his mind. Romero has always ignored Lily’s flirting. Her age and status made her off-limits but
even someone as dutiful as him has only so much control. Wanting her when she’s supposed to marry another man could mean war
between New York and the Chicago Outfit, and Romero has always put the Famiglia first. Lily suspects her sisters and Romero would risk
everything for her, but is her happiness worth that much? Is love worth a war between the New York Famiglia and the Chicago Outfit?
Introductory Statistics is designed for the one-semester, introduction to statistics course and is geared toward students majoring in fields
other than math or engineering. This text assumes students have been exposed to intermediate algebra, and it focuses on the applications of
statistical knowledge rather than the theory behind it. The foundation of this textbook is Collaborative Statistics, by Barbara Illowsky and
Susan Dean. Additional topics, examples, and ample opportunities for practice have been added to each chapter. The development choices
for this textbook were made with the guidance of many faculty members who are deeply involved in teaching this course. These choices led
to innovations in art, terminology, and practical applications, all with a goal of increasing relevance and accessibility for students. We strove to
make the discipline meaningful, so that students can draw from it a working knowledge that will enrich their future studies and help them
make sense of the world around them. Coverage and Scope Chapter 1 Sampling and Data Chapter 2 Descriptive Statistics Chapter 3
Probability Topics Chapter 4 Discrete Random Variables Chapter 5 Continuous Random Variables Chapter 6 The Normal Distribution
Chapter 7 The Central Limit Theorem Chapter 8 Confidence Intervals Chapter 9 Hypothesis Testing with One Sample Chapter 10 Hypothesis
Testing with Two Samples Chapter 11 The Chi-Square Distribution Chapter 12 Linear Regression and Correlation Chapter 13 F Distribution
and One-Way ANOVA
As the youngest brother of the notorious Falcone clan, Adamo grew up surrounded by blood and violence. Drugs soon became his way of
coping.Becoming a Made Man like his brothers was his destiny but never his passion. When he becomes the organizer of his family's
successful illegal street races and one of their thrill-seeking drivers, he finally asserts his own path in the harsh mafia world.His purpose isn't
the only thing Adamo discovers on the fuel-soaked roads he calls home...Dinara Mikhailov is the only female race driver and hard to ignore.
Not only because of her flaming red hair and ruthless driving style, but also because the Bratva princess is allowed to drive in enemy
territory.Soon Adamo and she find themselves entangled in a passionate game that goes beyond the race track. Yet, both haunted by events
in the past, their dark cravings put everything on the line.As what they crave the most, comes with a brutal price.
Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha hummed with magic. Burners ignited flames, Tiders beckoned waves, and Zelie s Reaper
mother summoned forth souls. But everything changed the night magic disappeared. Under the orders of a ruthless king, maji were killed,
leaving Zelie without a mother and her people without hope.
In order to serve their own selfish needs, struggling bookstore owner Alexa and billionaire Nicholas decide to be in a loveless marriage for
only a year, but things get complicated when love grows between them.

Remo Falcone is beyond redemption.As Capo of the Camorra he rules with a brutal hand over his territory - a territory the
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Chicago Outfit breached. Now Remo is out for retribution. A wedding is sacred, stealing a bride sacrilegious. Serafina is
the niece of the Boss of the Outfit, and her hand has been promised in marriage for years, but kidnapped in her wedding
dress on her way to church by Remo, Serafina quickly realizes that she can't hope for saving. Yet, even in the hands of
the cruelest man she knows, she is determined to cling to her pride, and Remo soon understands that the woman at his
mercy might not be as easy to break as he thought.A ruthless man on a quest to destroy the Outfit by breaking someone
they are supposed to protect. A woman intent on bringing a monster to his knees. Two families that will never be the
same.
I'm Everett “Rett” Ramses. New Orleans is my world, my realm, and my domain. After what I've done, some people say
I’m the devil. I say I'm a man who knows what he wants, and nothing stops me from getting what I desire. I took New
Orleans, and now I want Emma O’Brien. As the daughter of my father’s rival and sworn enemy, her fate is to be my
wife. Emma is in my world now. It's time she makes a deal with the devil. Have you been Aleatha'd? Enter the dangerous
and mysterious world of New Orleans in this all new full-length romantic suspense novel, DEVIL'S DEAL. For a sneak
peek into their first meeting with no spoilers, check out the enticing prequel, “Fate’s Demand” available everywhere.
#enemiestolovers #arrangedmarriage #age-gap-romance #dangerousromance Rett and Emma’s intriguing story begins
with DEVIL’S DEAL, book one of the Devil Series Duet, and concludes with ANGEL’S PROMISE. Don’t miss a word of
this new and exciting duet.
The first four books in the bestselling Born in Blood Mafia Chronicles in one big book! Bound By HonorBound By
DutyBound By HatredBound By Temptation
Twelve years ago, something happened to Ava Marshall, and rather than hide it, she reported it. All this time, she's
believed the man responsible paid for his crime, but she is about to learn nothing is as it seems.Logan Stanford had his
whole life torn from him for an act he didn't commit. Sent to the gutter, he has built his way back up, and now he's more
than a bully from Ava's past. He's the nightmare that is going to make her pay. He's set to hurt and humiliate her in every
possible way. There's no escape for her.But the truth will set her free, and when it does, Logan has to face the fact he
has hurt the wrong person. Torn between his need to keep her and his guilt, Logan doesn't know what to do. He's a
selfish bastard who is used to taking what he wants, but he has to let her go.Only, Ava doesn't want to be let go. She has
spent too long living in the past, and it is time to move on and finally live her life.Will Logan give her the chance, or will he
push her away?
Nobody expected them to fall in love. When Aria was given to Luca in marriage, people were sure he'd break her. Aria
feared the worst from a man like him. A man without mercy. But somehow she gained his love. Love - a weakness a
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Capo like Luca shouldn't risk. When Aria betrays Luca by going behind his back for her family, she realizes too late that
she might have lost what she's fought so hard to get in the first place: Luca's trust. The trust of a man who never allowed
himself to trust someone unconditionally before. Can their love survive in a world of betrayal and death?
GrowlHe'd never had something to himself, never even dared to dream about owning something so precious. He was the
unwanted bastard son who'd always had to content himself with the leftovers of others. And now they'd given him what
only a few weeks ago had been out of his reach, someone he wasn't even allowed to admire from afar, one of their most
prized possessions. Thrown at his feet because he was who he was, because they were certain he would break her. He
was her punishment, a fate worse than death, a way to deliver the ultimate punishment to her father who had displeased
them so greatly.CaraShe had always been the good girl. It didn't protect her.She didn't know his real name. People called
him Growl to his face, and the Bastard behind his back. Both were names he couldn't possibly have chosen for himself.
His eyes were empty, a mirror to throw back her own fear at her. He was a brutal hand of the Las Vegas Camorra.And
now she was at his mercy.
DanteMy life's a tale of betrayal.I killed so many because they betrayed our cause, because they betrayed the Outfit.A
hypocrite. A liar. A murderer. That's what I am.Five times I betrayed the Outfit. With my blood I made a vow to our cause,
swore my life to it, promised to put the Outfit first. Above all else.Five times I chose a woman over the good of the Outfit. I
betrayed my father. My vow. My men. You reap what you sow.Would my betrayals destroy everything I swore to
protect?ValentinaOn our wedding day I made a vow to stand by Dante's side. In good and in bad times. To love him
through it all.Growing up in the mafia, I knew the challenges in our life would be numerous. I never expected them to tear
at the very base of our family, of our existence.
The dark prince is back to reclaim his rightful everything. Aleksio Don't look at me like that. So trusting. Like you think I'm
not a monster. Like I won't wrap your hair in my fist and bend you to my will. Like I won't sacrifice you, piece by piece, to
save my brother. I'm the most dangerous enemy you'll ever have because every time you look at me, you see somebody
good. That friend who died. And when you look at me like that, I die again. Mira I spent years making myself invisible. A
good girl, apart from the noise. Then you came back, beautiful and deadly in your Armani suit. Don't look at me like you
still know me, you say. But I remember your smile and those sunny days. Before they lowered your small casket into the
ground. Before they told us the prince was dead."
I was sold to him to settle a debt… but Dante Bellanti never settles. My father was always a gambling man. Unfortunately,
he never could pick winners. When the wolves closed in, he chose himself, like always. He traded his freedom… for mine.
He forced me to marry. Now Dante Bellanti owns my body. I’m just another possession for a man who already has too
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much. So I won’t let him have my heart. But you know what they say about gambling. The house always wins. And I’m
at the mercy of the Bellantis... Book One of Three in the all-new angsty, sizzling Broken Series.
When danger starts to lurk, even the most bitter rivals can become allies... Elisa - I just wanted an ordinary life, but I had
to be born as a daughter of the Don of one of the most powerful families in New York. I went to school to become a
nurse, but now my father is giving me away to my family's greatest enemy in order to seal a truce. John Colombo may
have my hand in marriage, so he might even be seen as owning my body, but he'll never hold my heart. John - I will do
anything for my family, even if it means marrying the daughter of our enemy. Honor, pride, duty... these are words I
understand, and love is not one of them. I have one rule - to never lose control - but there is something about this feisty
mafia princess that's making me go off the deep end. In Bound by Honor, Kelsey Dawson is taking readers on a sexy,
intense, and unforgettable journey filled with suspense, sexual tension and passion. Brace yourself for a sensual and
provocative mafia romance that will leave you breathless with every turn of the page. Enjoy the ride as the sparks fly
between Elisa and John, threatening to scorch both of their worlds.
Dante Cavallaro's wife died four years ago but her memory still haunts him. On the verge of becoming the youngest head
in the history of the Chicago Outfit, Dante needs to remarry or risk appearing weak. Valentina is chosen for the role. She,
too, lost her husband, but her first marriage has always been for show. Even after her husband's death, Valentina carries
the weight of his secrets with her- to protect the honor of a dead man and herself. With her wedding to Dante, her castle
of lies threatens to crash. Valentina fears the wedding night might reveal her secret, but her worries prove unfounded
when Dante ignores her. Soon, her fear turns to confusion and anger. Valentina is tired of being ignored. She's
determined to get Dante's attention and desire, even if she can't get his heart that still belongs to his dead wife.
A strapping bodyguard and a mysterious beauty on the run cross paths and tempt danger in Cozumel... For Nasir, former
Special Ops military man and bodyguard, his new job seems like an easy-money gig: trail a Russian mobster's runaway
wife in Mexico, enjoy the sun, observe, and report. Just one rule: don't get too close. But it's all Naz can do not to watch
the alluring dancer's every move. A closer look is irresistible--especially when she's in trouble. Evalina escaped to the
island getaway to live an untraceable life--as far away from the past as she can get. But Eva can't ignore the dark,
muscled stud who rescues her from a drug gang. He says he's an ex-cop on vacation. When providence throws them
together time and again, Eva thinks it's all a beautiful coincidence. Now she's giving in to a strange new sensation: trust.
But Naz has a mission to accomplish and a secret to keep. Eva has her share of secrets, too. And as the heat flares
between them, Naz knows that trust could become the most dangerous impulse of all.
Amelia Bradbury is the last living Elder. She has power she can't control, a prophecy dictating her fate, a betrothal she
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can't stop and a heart lost to a human. When duty calls, will she choose her head or her heart?
Bound By Duty
Nino Falcone is genius and monster. As the right hand man and brother of the Capo of the Camorra, his lack of feelings
is a blessing, not a curse - until his brother asks him to marry for the sake of the Camorra. Kiara Vitiello, cousin of the
Capo of the New York Famiglia, is chosen to marry Nino Falcone to prevent war with the Camorra, but what she hears
about Las Vegas makes her veins pulse with terror. After her father betrayed his Capo and paid with his life, her family
thinks marriage is her only chance to bring honor to her name; but only Kiara knows she's a faulty prize given in return for
peace.A man incapable of emotions and a woman scarred by the past - an arranged marriage with the potential to unite,
or destroy...
An account, based on interviews and other sources, of the women who replaced men in defense plants, factories, and
offices and on farms during the Second World War
A collection of book 5 - 8 in the bestselling Born in Blood Mafia Chronicles! The collection includes the following books:
Bound By Vengeance/Bound By Love/Bound By The Past/Bound By Bloo
Stone Reeves was my neighbor, and I've hated him since sixth grade. Gorgeous and charismatic, he became the town's
football god, while I became the town's invisible girl. He went to a Division 1 school for football, while my father was fired
by his father. His team won the National Championship, while my mother died the same day. He was a first round pick for
the NFL ... ... while I made the worst decision of my life. Now I'm in Texas trying to pick up the pieces of my life. But,
Stone is here. Stone is everywhere. It doesn't matter that disaster has struck my life again. It doesn't matter that he's the
one trying to console me. It doesn't matter that he's the nation's newest football obsession. Because for me, he always
has been and always will be my enemy.
Some things aren't meant to be broken-and can't be mended. I was one of those things. Whatever had been shattered in
the incident would never be whole again.Amber struggles with the memories of a cruel attack that destroyed her life
years ago. Realizing that she's close to ending it all - something she promised her family to never try again - she moves
in with her brother Brian and his friend Zachary to start a new life. But how can she live a normal life, when even a hug
from her brother sends her into a panic attack? While Brian pulls back, Zach seems determined to make her feel relaxed
in his presence, and soon her longing to be near him is stronger than her fear. But how can someone like Zach, someone
who can have any girl, want someone like her? Someone broken.When Zach spots Amber for the very first time, he can't
believe she is the same girl his friend Brian described as broken. Zach wants to help Amber live again- show her that
closeness can be something wonderful. But her brother Brian isn't the only one who's worried about the bond that's
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growing between Amber and Zach. Even Zach knows that there's more at stake than the fury of a scorned woman.
Amber isn't like all the girls Zach discarded after a night together. If he messes up, that could break her for good. But
Zach can't stay away from Amber. Can Zach help her heal? Or will he be the one to push her over the edge?
Maddox - Mad Dog - White hates everything the name Vitiello stands for, after he witnessed his father and his men
getting butchered by the Capo of the Italian mob in their territory. Raised by his uncle, the president of the Tartarus MC,
Maddox is destined to follow in his footsteps. Now their chapter is on the rise again, but for their ultimate triumph they
need to destroy the Vitiello empire. And what better way to do it than to steal the spoilt Vitiello princess and break her
piece by piece until her father begs for mercy. Known as the spoilt princess of New York, Marcella Vitiello grew up in a
golden cage. If your father is the most feared man in New York, people gift you with reverence. Destined to marry the
boyfriend approved by her father, Marcella is sick of being treated like an untouchable porcelain doll. She resents the life
forced upon her by her family until everything she took for granted is ripped from her. Where she's now, her name doesn't
bring awe, only pain and humiliation. If you've grown up in a high castle, the fall is all the deeper. Sins of the fathers have
a way of catching up, who's going to bleed for them?
Born into one of the leading Mob families in Chicago, Aria Scuderi struggles to find her own path in a world where no
choices are given. Aria was only fifteen when her parents betrothed her to Luca - The Vice - Vitiello, the oldest son of the
head of the New York Cosa Nostra to ensure peace between the two families. Now with eighteen, the day Aria has been
dreading for years is looming dangerously: her wedding to Luca. Aria is terrified of marrying a man she hardly knows,
especially someone like Luca who got his nickname 'the Vice' for crushing a man's throat with his bare hands. Luca might
be one of the most sought after men in New York thanks to his good looks, wealth and predator-like charisma that
radiates power, but the society girls throwing themselves at him don't know what Aria does: that the bad boy aura isn't
just a game; blood and death lurk beneath Luca's striking gray eyes and arrogant smile.In her world a handsome exterior
often hides the monster within; a monster who can just as easily kill as kiss you.The only way to escape the marriage to
Luca would be to run away and leave everything she's ever known behind but Aria can't bear the thought of never seeing
her family again. Despite her fear, she decides to go through with the marriage; Aria has grown up among predators like
Luca and knows that even most cold-hearted bastards have a heart and she has every intention of working her way into
Luca's.!Mature content!Books in the Born in Blood Mafia Chronicles:Bound By Honor Bound By DutyBound By Hatred
Can you ever truly leave the past behind in a house full of haunted souls?Kiara always wanted a loving family she could
take care of. She never thought she'd find it with the Falcones.Nino and Kiara both lost part of themselves in their
traumatic childhood. Together they're trying to recover the missing pieces, but they aren't the only broken souls in the
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Falcone mansion; Kiara fears that not all of them can be saved. Determined to protect her new family and the future of
her dreams, she's on a mission to help each of them in her own way, even if it means stacking up secrets.Four brothers
bound together by an unbreakable bond forged in their dark past. If one of them falls, will they all?
I was born a monster. Cruelty ran in my veins like poison. It ran in the veins of every Vitiello man, passed on from father
to son, an endless spiral of monstrosity. A born monster shaped into an even worse monster by my father's blade and
fists and harsh words. I was raised to become Capo, to rule without mercy, to dish out brutality without a second
thought.Raised to break others. When Aria was given to me in marriage, everyone waited with baited breath to see how
fast I'd break her like my father broke his women. How I'd crush her innocence and kindness with the force of my
cruelty.Breaking her would have taken little effort. It came naturally to me.I was gladly the monster everyone feared. Until
her.Author's note: Bound By Honor in Luca's POV.
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